
Graduation 2020 Instructions 
 

June 5th -The virtual graduation will be posted to the MCS Website and the NM Website at 7:00 

pm 

 

June 6th: 

-Diploma Ceremony 

*Gate will open for cars at 8 am 

*One car per senior and the senior needs to be seated on the passengers side front seat 

*All must be inside the vehicle-no persons in truck beds 

*No lifted or oversized vehicles. All vehicles must be able to fit into a regular parking space. 

Mini-vans, Expeditions, Suburbans will fit and be allowed. Any vehicle that is lifted higher than 

normal will have to be parked on the back row. School Resource Officers will be directing the 

parking of cars.  

*Students will wear cap and gown-no decorations on cap or gown other than honor cords. 

*Wear nice shoes that are comfortable for walking since you will be walking up the back hill and 

steps during the ceremony.  

*We must practice social distancing so we will line all graduates up 6 feet apart. Mrs. Hussey 

will provide you a number and you will stand on that number to get in order. Graduates will line 

up at the tennis court end of the lot and back down through the football gate. Once your car is 

parked only the senior may exit the car and proceed to line up. No other passengers are allowed 

to leave the vehicle during the ceremony. Teachers will be there to assist and direct. 

*As each graduate has their name called and walks the stage we will have a photographer taking 

pictures so each graduate will be able to have a good picture.  

*Families may blow their horns, shake Pom-poms or bells out the window as their graduate 

walks the stage. 

*As graduates return to their cars they are to stand directly beside of their passenger door until 

all have walked the stage so they can have the ceremonial turning of the tassels together as a 

class. 

*Once the class has turned tassels the drum line will begin to play and graduates should get back 

in their vehicles. 

*Vehicles will remain parked until directed by officers to pull out and get into line to head to the 

parade. 

 

-Parade 

*All cars may be decorated with graduate name on sign and any other appropriate decoration to 

celebrate the graduate.  

*As cars exit the diploma ceremony they will turn right onto North Moore Road and proceed 

straight through the town of Robbins to the end of the parade route at Mona Lisa 

Restaurant/Virginia Street so our whole community can celebrate our graduates.  

 
 


